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ABSTRACT

Introduction: HIV is a chronic disease that continues to increase from year to year, with many symptoms or obstacles encountered by HIV sufferers when going about their day. The experience of HIV sufferers is important to know in order to find out what they have experienced for as long as they have had the disease. The objective of this qualitative systematic review is to describe the experiences of people living with HIV.

Methods: The method used was searching for journals using the predetermined keywords of ‘experience’, ‘living with HIV’ and ‘coping’ through the databases of Scopus, ProQuest, PubMed and Sage between 2014 and 2019.

Results: The study results showed that there was still discrimination against people with HIV. They also experienced health problems due to the effects of the therapy, unpreparedness in accepting their conditions and the prevention of transmission to their family members.

Conclusion: Understanding the role of uncertainty, stigma and resilience is important, since these factors may very well contribute to the patient’s mental health.
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INTRODUCTION

Virtually no country is immune to the HIV pandemic that has impacted on global health for more than 30 years (Alomepe, Buseh, Awasom & Snethen, 2016). The human immunodeficiency virus is a major public health problem that has claimed the lives of more than 34 million people worldwide. In 2014 alone, 1.2 million people died from HIV-related causes globally. At the end of 2014, 36.9 million people were reported to be living with HIV and 2 million people are estimated to be newly infected each year. In mid-2015, it was estimated that only 54% of all PLWH knew that they were infected (Norberg, Nelson, Holly, Jewell & Salmond, 2017). Gaps in the health of the people who live with HIV based on racial, gender and social economic groups has survived for years. Understanding the social and economic situation in which people live, collectively known as social health determinants, helps to uncover the processes that interact to produce significant and unavoidable injustices in health outcomes (Caiola, Barroso, Docherty & Univer, 2017).

Since HIV was first identified more than 30 years ago, people living with the disease have experienced stigma from an array of people and institutions. This has continues to be a problem around the world. HIV stigma has a range of consequences, from emotional (e.g., verbal abuse, shunning) and through to physical (e.g., beatings, expulsion from the home) and financial (e.g., firing someone from a job). Stigma can also have a direct impact on the health of people living with HIV (PLWH) (Yvette, Alice, Jennifer, Alphoncina & Carol, 2016).

According to Dewey (Roth WM & Jornet A, 2014), experience is the term most often used in education and it is recognized as a learning process. Experience shows transactions in a space and time that cannot be reduced. Five peer-facilitated focus groups were conducted involving 33 Aboriginal, Latino, Asian and African participants. The thematic analysis of their experiences revealed 4 dominant themes: the beginning of stigma, tensions related to disclosure,
experience of service seeking and beyond the HIV stigma and discrimination. Persons living with HIV from Aboriginal and refugee communities continue to experience disproportionate rates of stigma and discrimination. Fear remains a prime obstacle influencing the sufferer’s ability and willingness to access care in various settings (Donnelly et al, 2016).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A systematic review was conducted by the researchers focused on qualitative methods. The researchers conducted semi-structured interviews, in-depth interviews and focus group discussions. The process was used to carry out systematic updates on several research articles published through electronic databases. The electronic databases used were Scopus, Sage Journal, ProQuest and PubMed. The keywords used for searching for the journals in English were “Experience”, "HIV", "Coping" and "Qualitative research". The search results found in Sage were 62 journals, while Scopus had 99 journals, ProQuest had 143 journals and PubMed had 23 journals. The total number of journals found was 327. Based on the inclusion criteria, namely 1) full text articles published in English, 2) research articles in the period 2014 - 2019, 3) qualitative research and 4) articles that use research content with HIV / AIDS sufferers, after the screening of the 327 articles, there were 15 articles that matched the expected criteria. The total number of respondents in this review was 450 people with HIV. The setting of this study was communities and clinics. For the 15 articles selected, the research was conducted in Africa, America, Canada, Asia, the Netherlands, Spain and Brazil. All of the articles analyzed based on the type of research were qualitative (n=15). The most widely used research design was descriptive research (n=6), followed by phenomenology (n=3), and the rest were cohort studies, meta-synthesis and a general approach. This was found to be in connection with the year of publication. All of the samples in this study were HIV positive.

RESULTS

A total of 15 studies were included in the systematic review. The sample used in the study varied with the minimum sample of 8 and the maximum of 114 participants. The places where the research was conducted included Africa, America, Canada, Asia, the Netherlands, Spain and Brazil. Our search strategy was developed using a protocol guided by the PRISMA statement. The results of several research articles analyzed about the life experiences of HIV sufferers found there to be various life challenges experienced by PLWH including stigma, socio-economic issues, psychological and emotional difficulties and decreased physical health (Alomepe, Buseh, Awasom & Snethen, 2016). According to research (Caiola, Barroso, Docherty & Univer, 2017), HIV sufferers tend to experience physical changes caused by the HIV disease and the effects of ART, as well as loneliness problems. Other researchers indicate that the experience of HIV sufferers, especially woman, is more sad and anxious because they are afraid of infecting their family members. There are WLPH who are afraid to become pregnant because they can transmit t to their children but there are also WLWH who want to get pregnant (Muze R & Onsomu EO, 2017) (Fletcher, Ingram, Kerr, Buchberg, Richter, 2016). Experiencing unhappiness triggers feelings of despair, sadness and anger, which cause various effects such as low self-esteem, depression, anxiety, loneliness and sometimes the thought of suicide (Donnelly et al, 2016). The experience of HIV sufferers to reduce or eliminate sadness, fear and depression is often by getting closer to God. For HIV sufferers, to surrender to God can bring them peace (Tang K & Chen W, 2018).

DISCUSSION

The 450 participants in this systematic review had different life experiences since they were diagnosed with HIV. There were many changes that they had experienced while suffering from HIV and they had encountered various challenges while being PLWH. Unpleasant treatment starts includes discrimination, negative stigma, fear, difficulty getting access to health services, anger, uncertainty in life and anxiety when woman with HIV want to get pregnant. The feeling of fear of transmitting the disease to others is more likely to be experienced by women. Women who want to have children must hold back that feeling of fear of transmitting their HIV to their children. However, there were also participants in this systematic review that did not care much about the disease and who continued to have unprotected sex.
In theory, the experience of a disease will cause various feelings and stress reactions, including frustration, difficulties, recovery, denial, shame, grieving and a struggle towards disease adaption (Nursalam, Kurniawati & Misutarno, 2018). The theoretical explanation of the results found in this article were almost the same; HIV sufferers often experience low self-esteem, which makes them aloof and removed away from others for fear of transmitting the disease. However in this article, it was found that there were sufferers who experienced unpleasant actions because they were discriminated against by the people around them. This is due to a lack of knowledge within people about the HIV disease. There is still an assumption that HIV is easily transmitted and dangerous, resulting in a negative stigma towards HIV sufferers. The sufferers feeling sad, disappointed and angry is a form of ineffective coping because of the unpreparedness of the HIV suffers to accept their illness.

The systematic review of the life experiences of HIV sufferers is needed to improve our understanding of the problems that are often faced by HIV sufferers, what factors can worsen the condition of HIV sufferers and what can affect the quality of life of people with HIV. This can help the medical personnel to find the right intervention or preventive measures to create the atmosphere needed by HIV sufferers so then their quality of life is better.

This systematic review only addresses the experience of HIV sufferers in general, not specifically in terms of the experience of pregnant woman with HIV or the experiences of HIV sufferers in the face of negative stigma and discrimination. This systematic review discusses experience in general and it does not seek out experience that consistently has the same background problem, so the results of the experiences found vary.

CONCLUSION

This systematic review shows the experience of HIV sufferers in living life as PLWH, how they defend themselves and continue to live life like other healthy people, how the HIV sufferers look for health services that meet their expectations and how they find peace when they are feeling sad, angry and depression. Not all HIV sufferers have good coping skills; many of the participants in this systematic review have ineffective coping mechanisms. A health worker or nurse ideally needs to systematically assess the aspects of suffering, coping, satisfaction and decision making of the HIV sufferers.
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